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Abstract—The theory of rough sets was founded by Zdzisław
Pawlak as a framework for data and knowledge exploration.
His seminal paper titled “Rough Sets” was published in 1982,
in International Journal of Computer and Information Sci-
ences. One of the key aspects that lets us use rough sets in
practical scenarios is the notion of information system, which
comes from even earlier Professor Pawlak’s works. Information
systems are the means for data and knowledge representation.
They constitute the input to rough set mechanisms aimed at
computing approximations of concepts and deriving compacted,
interpretable decision models. In particular, the fundamental
notion of the indiscernibility relation is defined on the basis
of a given information system. Accordingly, we discuss to what
extent information systems can serve as the basis for intelligent
systems. We claim that in many cases it is not enough to treat
a data set – represented as an information system – as a purely
abstract object with no linkage to the data origins. Oppositely,
we should give ourselves a technical possibility to construct
information systems dynamically, taking into account interaction
with physical environments where the data comes from. With this
respect, we refer to the notions of interactive granular computing
and we generally consider together the paradigms of rough sets,
information systems, and information granulation.

Index Terms—Rough Sets; Information Systems; Data Mining;
Big Data; Interactive Granular Computing; Intelligent Systems

I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS

Z
DZISŁAW Pawlak (1926-2006) founded the theory of

rough sets with the aim of analyzing incomplete infor-

mation by means of approximations [1]. His book published

in 1991 [2] established worldwide recognition of rough sets as

an approach which can model complex problems using simple

constructs. The idea of rough sets originated from earlier

Professor Pawlak’s research on knowledge representation and

information retrieval [3], [4]. The key observation was that

we often operate with objects (cases, instances) which are

indistinguishable from each other, so approximating the sets

of objects by using indistinguishable “blocks” is the most

reasonable thing we can do. A need for reaching such simple

solutions was important for Professor Pawlak during his entire

scientific career which included far more achievements than

just rough sets [5]. It is also interesting to note that the basic

models he used working in different fields, such as conflict

analysis [6] or concurrency [7], were based on information

systems. In the same time, his personal interests were going

far beyond computer science and science in general [8].

The updated (after 25 years) viewpoint on rough sets was

presented in [9], [10], [11]. As it happens with every theory,

it took time to understand the actual contribution of rough

sets with respect to other approaches. Firstly, rough sets were

compared with the theory of fuzzy sets [12]. Over the years,

it turned out that these two theories can be successfully com-

bined because they offer complementary granules understood

as computational building blocks for approximations [13],

[14]. In the next sections, one can see a number of examples

of such combinations. Another thread of comparisons was de-

voted to the principles of information granulation and granular

computing (GrC) [15], [16], whereby it is generally assumed

to operate on groups of objects / instances / items gathered

together into granules. In this case, the relationship turned out

to be even more natural because such granules (or generally,

various frameworks and layers of granular information) are a

natural input for calculations related to rough sets.

Nowadays, rough sets are particularly popular in the area

of learning decision models from the data. There are many

rough set methods aiming at feature selection and interpretable

decision model construction [17], [18], [19]. However, the

principles of rough sets have much broader influence. They

have an impact on various methodologies of decision making,

e.g. multi-criteria decision making [20] or three-way decision

making which strongly relies on rough set positive, negative

and boundary regions [21]. Moreover, rough sets are employed

to enhance expressive and algorithmic capabilities of many

approaches to data mining and knowledge discovery. A good

example here is an extension of standard data clustering toward

rough clustering (whereby we search and operate with lower

and upper approximations of rough data clusters) and its fuzzy

hybridizations [22], [23], [24]. Another example corresponds

to formal concept analysis [25] which has this year its 40th

anniversary exactly like rough sets. With that respect, there

are many approaches to constituting rough set approximations

of formal concepts or in other words, formal concepts which

comprise of rough set approximations [26]. Rough sets turned

out to be useful also in other fields of science and industry.

For instance, they were adopted in design of database engines

and solutions, with respect to query language extensions

(which can be referred as rough querying) and acceleration

of commercial database software performance [27], [28].
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In all above scenarios, rough set methods (or mechanisms

that adopt rough set principles) require an input to derive

approximations of concepts, relations, etc. In [1], Professor

Pawlak discussed several examples of domains, whereby the

inputs to rough set methods could take different forms. One

of those forms corresponded to the notion of an information

system [3]. In the framework proposed by Professor Pawlak,

information systems are aimed at representing the underlying

data, information or knowledge that we want to use to describe

(and approximate) the concepts of practical interest. An infor-

mation system comprises of objects, attributes and the values

of attributes over those objects. Information systems resemble

data tables in the theory of relational databases. It should be

noted that data tables, in particular decision tables, have been

studied and used in many applications since 60-ties of the XX-

century [29], [30]. Still, we need to remember that Professor

Pawlak’s goal to operate with information systems was to

represent information (including information derived from the

data) rather than focus on the data itself [2]. This topic is

actually wider and one can find analogies between information

systems and data / information / knowledge representation

frameworks in some other theories [25], [31], [32].

The complete idea of information systems has been created

thanks to cooperation of Professor Pawlak with other scientists

[4], [33]. At that time, there was a great demand for consti-

tuting the foundations for information representation and re-

trieval [34]. All those works were reaching beyond a standard

understanding of data storage and processing, particularly with

respect to incompleteness, imprecision and indeterminism of

information that one needs to handle in practice. Over the

years, the concept of non-deterministic information systems

evolved in many interesting directions [35], [36]. Going back

to the principles of information granulation [16], one may

say that such information systems comprise of descriptions

– also called signatures – of granules (composed in different

ways, specific to different applications) in terms of available

attributes, where those signatures are not always precise.

Operating with granules introduces a useful abstraction, a

kind of border between granules’ signatures (being the inputs

to further computations) and granules’ internals, whereby one

can locate guidelines about how and / or what for those

signatures are derived from physical data sources. This is

why in this paper, we are interested equally in: (i) rough sets

as the methodology for deriving concept approximations and

compacted decision models, (ii) information systems which

provide the input to those derivations, and (iii) the paradigms

of GrC and information granulation, as various forms of

granules can be “hidden right under” the abstract descriptions

that information systems consist of. We focus particularly on

the methodology of interactive granular computing (IGrC) [37]

and interactive information systems [38], where the above-

mentioned abstraction was explicitly introduced in terms of

complex granules (c-granules) with the embedded control

mechanisms that decide how their signatures are derived.

IGrC raised from the observation that traditional ways

of computing do not take into account how the process of

perceiving attribute values is realized, where and when to

access the concerned objects in a physical space, and why

particular attributes are selected. This kind of awareness /

attention / agency [39] is important for designing intelligent

systems which are supposed to deal with complex phenomena

in the real physical world [40]. This becomes even more

important when one realizes that unexperienced data scientists

often treat the available data sets as an ultimate baseline

without investigating how those sets were collected.

In the above considerations, we evolved from information

systems toward intelligent systems. We referred to the concepts

of awareness and perception (perceiving attribute values), we

can also refer to the concept of cognition. With this respect,

let us cite the following statement of Leslie Valiant1, which is

particularly relevant when extending GrC toward IGrC:

A fundamental question for artificial intelligence

is to characterize the computational building blocks

that are necessary for cognition.

The above computational building blocks can be treated

as a generalization of granules known from GrC [15]. (In

particular, indistinguishable blocks / indiscernibility classes

known from rough sets can be treated as atomic granules.)

Naturally, such granules / blocks / classes have been already

studied within GrC in the context of cognition [14]. However,

when moving from blocks to computational building blocks,

it is indeed useful to rely on IGrC because therein, the

aforementioned c-granules are aimed at more tasks than just

storing their signatures. Such c-granules build the relevant con-

figurations of physical objects, initiate and modify interactions

between them, so they are generally responsible for perceiving

the physical world. They link physical objects with abstract

objects used to represent the instances of decision making from

the viewpoint of models working on information systems.

In the next sections, we consider some examples of chal-

lenges with respect to which IGrC can be worth adapting.

For now, let us mention just one of them, namely hierarchical

learning [41], [42]. From a logical viewpoint, one can think

about it as learning satisfiability relations at different levels

of hierarchy [43], [44]. This includes learning logical struc-

tures (e.g. relational structures or models), as well as logical

formulas and their semantics expressed using those structures.

The current methods of hierarchical learning are often based

on GrC, with a special emphasis on designing hierarchies of

information systems by basing on domain knowledge [45],

[46]. However, granules on which the corresponding reason-

ing pipelines are performed, cannot neglect the underlying

hierarchies of physical objects that are crucial for perception

processes. Also, different layers of hierarchy can be connected

to different types of sensors and actuators. Thus, the IGrC

framework can be helpful indeed to embrace both, the rela-

tionships between information systems at different levels of

hierarchy and the relationships between particular systems and

the associated physical-object-related information sources.

1people.seas.harvard.edu/~valiant/researchinterests.htm
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In the rest of the paper, in Section II, we refer to some

selected literature on rough sets. This section is quite extensive

given the anniversary flavor of the paper. In Section III, we

go back to the discussion about the importance of information

systems. We emphasize a need of operating with information

systems (and the results of rough set computations over infor-

mation systems) considered in a wider context of interactions

between abstract and physical objects of different sorts. We go

through several aspects of applications, whereby this kind of

interaction is needed. We show to what extent the paradigms

of IGrC can be helpful. We also refer to some concepts known

from the domain of big data in order to put our discussion into

other contexts. In Section IV, we conclude the paper.

Let us reemphasize the retrospective context of this paper.

Besides the 40th anniversary of rough sets (which is our

major focus) and the 40th anniversary of formal concept

analysis (which was mentioned above), there are two more

celebrations worth mentioning. The first of them refers to

the rough set workshop series which “visited” the FedCSIS

conferences for the first time 10 years ago2 and which is now

back to the program of technical sessions3. Secondly, this

year’s FedCSIS hosts the 30th International Symposium on

Concurrency, Specification and Programming (CS&P 2022)4.

The topics related to rough sets and information systems have

been always visible at the CS&P events. In particular, the

above-cited papers [36], [40], [44] come from CS&P.

II. SELECTED RELATED WORK ON ROUGH SETS

In order to provide a better viewpoint of the theory and

applications of rough sets, we refer to two events from the

past. These references will also constitute a better background

for our major goal in this paper, which is the review of new

advances on rough-set-related information systems.

A. Rough Sets at FedCSIS 2012

The first considered event is FedCSIS 2012 held 10 years

ago in Wrocław, Poland5. As already mentioned, that was the

first time when rough sets occurred so intensively at a FedCSIS

conference. Let us start outlining the FedCSIS 2012 rough-set-

related publications from [47], [48]. The first paper equips the

Variable Precision Rough Set (VPRS) approach [49] with a

Bayesian background [50]. The second paper combines VPRS

with fuzzy rough set methods [24] in order to produce flexible

decision rules. In summary, both papers deal with information

imprecision – modeled by probabilities (which is the domain

of VPRS) and fuzziness (which can be used to work e.g. with

partial matching of rules’ antecedents) – and attempt to extract

interpretable decision models from the data [11].

The topic of rough-set-driven decision rules is considered

also in one more FedCSIS 2012 publication [51]. In general,

one will see throughout our whole paper that rough set

principles fit the field of rule induction very well [18], [31].

2fedcsis.org/2012/rsa.html
3fedcsis.org/2022/rsta
4fedcsis.org/2022/csp
5fedcsis.org/2012/

This relationship is evident not only at a technical algorithmic

level but also with respect to the common assumption of

looking at the data through the glasses of information granules

[16]. For more examples of connections between the worlds

of rules and rough sets, let us refer e.g. to [17], [52].

Going further, papers [53], [54] introduce new heuristic

measures that can be used during attribute reduction. It is

worth noting that attribute reduction – or in other words

algorithmic elimination of redundant attributes from the con-

structed set of attributes – is an important contribution of rough

set research to knowledge discovery and in particular to its

phase of feature selection [55]. As a complement to typical

feature selection algorithms which attempt to add the most

useful attributes, rough set methods take as input the sets of

attributes produced by those typical algorithms and attempt

to additionally compact them by eliminating unnecessary or

approximately unnecessary elements. The additional aspect of

attribute elimination occurs in just a few machine learning

methodologies worldwide [56], so we can indeed say that this

is an important rough sets’ contribution to this area.

Papers [57], [58] continue the topic of attribute reduction.

The first of them proposes greedy algorithms for deriving so-

called superreducts from data sets with multivalued decision

attributes (target variables). It is one more example of dealing

with information imprecision in rough set frameworks. Su-

perreducts are the subsets of attributes which are sufficient

to induce values (or as in this case, the sets of possible

values) of decision attributes. It is also important to note

that the notion of superreduct is equivalent to the notion of

test in the test theory [31]. The second paper compares the

notions of decision bireduct (aimed at deriving both the sets of

attributes and the sets of data objects for which those attributes

are sufficient to construct rule-based decision models) and

approximate reduct (aimed at eliminating as many attributes

as possible, even if the ability to induce decisions is not fully

preserved). This comparison was later extended in [17].

The next two papers extend the topic of feature selec-

tion toward some of modern data challenges, namely high-

dimensionality and large data volumes. Paper [59] combines

attribute reduction with attribute clustering. Attributes are first

grouped using some rough-set-inspired measures and then

the methods of attribute reduction work iteratively on cluster

representatives. This allows for decreasing the complexity of

attribute reduction for high numbers of attributes and it also

improves interpretability of results. These methods were later

extended to let them work with attribute groups which can

be set up for many reasons, including heterogeneity of data

sources that are required to derive attribute values [60].

Paper [61] copes with big data volumes by putting attribute

reduction and decision tree induction into a relational database

framework, whereby the corresponding algorithms are im-

plemented in SQL. The authors extend some previous ideas

in this field [19] and, in particular, employ an open source

database engine called Infobright Community Edition to run

experiments. Infobright Community Edition is an example of

using rough sets to optimize other types of data computations,
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in this case – query execution in relational databases6. This

emphasizes that rough sets can be successfully used not only

for machine learning and data mining but also for other tasks

of big data processing. We refer to [62] for current devel-

opments related to Infobright Community Edition. We also

refer to [63], where the Infobright’s technology performance

is explained in terms of rough set operations on specifically

aggregated (granulated) multivalued information systems.

The last two rough-set-related publications are interesting

from the information systems’ viewpoint as well. In [64], the

source of building an information system is a transformed

ontological graph which encodes our knowledge about a given

area [65]. The rules derived using the Dominance Rough

Set Approach (DRSA) [20] express useful regularities within

the original graph. This is actually an illustration of the

fundamental idea behind information systems, namely, that

such systems may contain not only the empirical data but they

may also integrate it with domain knowledge [11], [43].

Finally, paper [66] presents the real-world application of

rough sets to explore medical data. Herein, the information

system – the input for rough-set-based model learning methods

– does not correspond directly to the original data measure-

ments. It is rather a result of a sequence of time-window-driven

data aggregations which are typical for building hierarchical

information systems describing complex objects [45], [67].

This work applied in particular a rough-set-based software

system for machine learning and data mining – called RSES

– which is now available in a library format [68] (see also the

RSES extension targeted at spatio-temporal concepts7). It is

also one more practical use case of deploying the Infobright

Community Edition database engine to run the underlying

operations over granulated and compressed data sets.

B. Rough Set Contest at PP-RAI 2022

The second considered event is the PP-RAI 2022 conference

held this year in Gdynia, Poland8. The chairs of PP-RAI 2022

decided to celebrate the 40th anniversary of rough sets by

organizing the contest for the most influential article on rough

sets co-authored by Polish researchers in 2020 or later9. Let

us discuss below the articles submitted to this contest.

Papers [69], [70] operate at the edge of rough sets and for-

mal concept analysis [25]. The first paper adopts the principles

of attribute reduction (or more generally, model compaction)

to simplify so-called fuzzy concept lattices, introduced as the

means for representing patterns and regularities hidden in

numerical data [71]. The second paper is actually an extension

of the previously-cited work [36]. The authors attempt to put

classical rough sets, formal concept analysis and the DRSA-

style extensions of rough sets [20] into a unified conceptual

pipeline aimed at transforming the data – through various

forms of (possibly multivalued) information systems [33] –

to knowledge. Within such a universal framework, the authors

6en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infobright
7mimuw.edu.pl/~bazan/roughice/?sLang=en
8pp-rai2022.umg.edu.pl/
9roughsets.org/newspage/events/

reconsider special cases of rough set operators known from

different approaches. Therefore, one may say that this paper

is a direct continuation of the ideas introduced in [1].

Papers [72], [73] link rough sets with logical foundations.

The first paper shows how to express reasoning based on

the VPRS-style extensions of rough sets [49] within the

framework provided by a probabilistic extension of PROLOG

[74]. The second paper shows how to reason about the

properties of various types of rough set approximations within

the framework provided by Mizar – a powerful system for

automated proving [75]. Needless to say, such foundations are

crucial for every theory, including reasoning within the theory

and reasoning about the theory. We refer to [76] for more

information about logical background of rough sets.

Papers [77], [78] present further advances in the previously-

discussed popular rough set approaches such as the above-

mentioned DRSA and fuzzy rough sets, respectively. The first

paper uses the statistical learning machinery [79] to give new

insights into parameters of probabilistic extensions of DRSA.

The second paper, somewhat analogously, attempts to provide

new interpretation of fuzzy rough set parameters. This is done

by considering a new form of fuzzy granules [80], which

consequently leads toward more intuitive derivation of fuzzy

rough decision rules. One can say that these two articles fall

into the same thematic categories as the previously-considered

FedCSIS 2012 publications [47] and [48], respectively.

Papers [81], [82] continue the topic of feature selection.

The first paper refers to heuristic attribute evaluation measures

and data discretization techniques analogous to those reported

in [10], [19]. The second paper seems to be particularly

interesting as it extends the already-discussed topic of rough

set software packages and libraries [24], [68] toward hardware

optimizations that are specific for high performance com-

puting. Such optimizations should be further compared and

integrated with other acceleration opportunities, e.g. adaptation

of MapReduce [60] and analytical database engines [61].

Papers [83], [84] refer to rough set software too. The first

paper reports one more package delivering rough set methods

for data mining and knowledge discovery. The second paper

is about the application of that package to biomedical data

mining. This second paper – besides its important experimental

results – touches the aspects of visual data analytics [85], [86]

and a need of understanding both, the analytical processes and

their outcomes by subject matter experts [87], [88].

Papers [89], [90], [91] illustrate more real-world appli-

cations of rough set methods in the area of biomedicine.

The first paper uses rough set approximations built over

neighborhood-based information granules [92]. The remaining

two papers confirm the expressive power of the DRSA-based

decision rules. They also compare the accuracy of rule-based

models with other approaches (such as random forests and

logistic regression [93]) and show how to derive the attribute

importance (see e.g. [94]) from the considered rules.

Papers [95], [96] continue the topic of rule induction. The

first paper can be compared to [35], as both of them deal with

deriving probabilistic rules from incomplete information sys-
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tems, assuming several types of incompleteness. The second

paper applies both rough-set-based [18] and fuzzy-set-based

[12] rules in the task of posture detection. This is an example

of real-world application, whereby the multi-stage solution

needs to integrate sensor calibration, sensor data acquisition,

inducing rules from the acquired data, as well as rule-based

inference. With respect to making all such layers working

together, this work can be compared to [43], [66], [67].

Papers [97], [98] deal with ensembles of decision models.

The first paper employs so-called Dominance-based Rough

Set Balanced Rule Ensemble for fraud detection. Herein,

it is worth adding that rough set methods and applications

include also examples of operating with ensembles of the

aforementioned approximate reducts [99] and bireducts [17],

[58] which correspond to bigger collections of rules. The

second paper shows how to negotiate between classifiers and

actually refers to the aforementioned conflict analysis model

proposed by Professor Pawlak [6], [100]. On the other hand,

the mechanism of voting in the third paper relies on the

aforementioned three-way decision making [21]. It is worth

emphasizing that solutions described in both papers attempt

to provide a deeper insight into the ensemble decisions.

Paper [101] remains in the area of ensembles of decision

models but it also touches an important aspect of incremental

learning in dynamic data environments [102]. Herein, it is

worth recalling a gentle difference between reasoning about

objects or states in a repetitive fashion (whereby the values

of attributes in information systems need to be cyclically

updated) and reasoning about temporal objects or phenomena

(which require different construction of information systems

with attributes reflecting changes and trends) [103], [104].

Finally, papers [105], [106] combine the principles of rough

sets and GrC with popular machine learning methods, referring

to decision model ensembles as well. The idea is to prepare

compacted data inputs – called granular reflections [15] – for

the algorithms responsible for learning decision models such

as e.g. neural networks or random forests (see [93] again).

From a conceptual perspective, it corresponds to the afore-

mentioned studies on aggregated / granulated / summarized

information systems [63], [66]. This topic has also interesting

relationships with some branches of approximate computing

[107] and compressed image recognition [108].

III. INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND IGRC

As we have already emphasized, rough sets are based on

data / information granulation. Both the original rough set

approach and its extensions, need granules (and their descrip-

tions / signatures) as inputs to compute approximations. The

same applies to rough set methods of constructing decision

models, e.g. rule-based models [52], [95]. On the other hand,

granules can take different forms and have different origins.

They can be partition blocks (induced by combinations of at-

tribute values or ranges), dominance classes or neighborhoods

[20], [89], relationships based on fuzzy (dis)similarity and

(in)discernibility [78], [80] and so on. In information systems,

granules can take different information signatures such as

precise values, value sets, ranges and distributions [35], [57].

Those signatures can be computed using different aggrega-

tion mechanisms, often assuming non-trivial interdependencies

with processes and devices that produce the data [63], [66].

The reliability and accessibility of information – therefore also

reliability and accessibility of the outcomes of calculations

over information systems – requires a careful analysis of all

phases of forming the contents of such systems.

In Section I, we highlighted that the IGrC framework [37],

[40] could be helpful to keep information systems aligned

with respect to practical needs of operations on them in

different contexts. In the next subsections, we will elaborate

on several aspects of such alignment. As already discussed,

IGrC uses so-called c-granules in order to create configurations

of physical objects and control interactions between them

so as to achieve computational objectives. Now let us add

that the control mechanisms embedded within c-granules rely

on one more type of granules – informational c-granules

(ic-granules) which include both abstract (informational) and

physical layers. They contain specifications how to link the

abstract and physical worlds, whereby the abstract world

corresponds in particular to (the networks of) information

systems. The perceived properties of physical objects can be

used to transform the current configurations of ic-granules,

i.e. to modify interactions between objects. Such mechanisms

require a design of new methods of reasoning about where,

when, what, and how to perceive using different sensors or

actuators. New methods for judging membership (alignment,

matching) of the perceived situations in (with) rough set

approximations of complex concepts are needed too.

A. Reliability of Information

This kind of reliability is studied in many fields. In the

domain of big data, it is referred as one of the “V’s” – Veracity

[109]. Actually, we have already dealt with some of other

“V’s” in the previous sections, e.g. Volume [61], Velocity

[101] and Variety [60]. However, without addressing Veracity,

i.e. assuring data quality that is transformed into information

reliability, any solutions focused on those other “V’s” cannot

guarantee anything useful. Another popular term related to

this problem is “garbage data”. It refers to the fact that if a

machine learning method is executed on improper data, then

the resulting models cannot be expected to work successfully.

The causes of data being garbage data may be connected to

problems with e.g. sensor measurements, data parsing, or even

data labels acquired from human experts [67], [110].

A technical solution to cope with garbage data is often to

filter them out by using validation procedures (e.g. checking

sensor scales) [99]. However, in many applications – such

as [66] (Subsection II-A), [96] (Subsection II-B) or just-

mentioned [67] – it would lead toward disqualifying too broad

data fragments, if any formalized validation is possible at

all. Another approach is to live with the unreliable data and

moreover, to take such unreliability into account while con-

ducting any computations. With this respect, non-deterministic

information systems have some tools to express uncertainty
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by replacing precise values with sets, intervals, etc. [35], [63].

However, (a degree of) reliability remains something different,

as it refers to the way the data was acquired from the physical

world rather than the specification of attribute values.

The IGrC framework is quite natural when it comes to

reasoning about such an additional layer of information. Inter-

active granular computations can be actually extended toward

adaptive searching strategies for the most relevant and reliable

data, spatio-temporal windows pointing out to fragments of

the physical world where the most reliable measurements

and / or actions should be performed, and so on. This kind

of reasoning may be also associated with the domain of

data governance which extends towards data and information

security, accessibility, as well as the protocols of interactions

between intelligent systems and humans [111], [112]. On the

other hand, the discussed physical-world-related aspects can

be an additional contribution of IGrC to data governance.

Moreover, IGrC can be helpful to operate with often softly

expressed regulations about data integrity and timeliness.

It is also worth referring the above discussion to the

meanings of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties in machine

learning [113]. From this perspective, a limited reliability

of the contents of information systems can be treated as

one of ingredients of the epistemic uncertainty, as it puts

together both, the model and the data deficiencies. However,

we believe that these two sources of deficiencies should be

kept separately, with the third type of experimental / physical

uncertainty explicitly considered. The analysis of this third

type of uncertainty should be taken into account when assess-

ing the efficiency and stability of machine learning models,

especially given the fact that in some practical scenarios the

inputs to the learning algorithms can be unreliably extracted

for the purpose of e.g. accelerating computations [114].

B. Acquisition of Information

In order to talk about information reliability, we first need to

assure that information can be gathered at all. In practice, there

is often a great variety of data available but it does not mean

yet that the corresponding information is sufficiently complete

to perform any kind of analysis. (This relates to one more “V”:

Value.) Some promising approaches to data enrichment refer

to the paradigm of active learning [115], which can be further

extended toward establishing an interactive loop within which

subject matter experts label data objects that are of the highest

interest to the machine learning algorithms. One just needs to

think about controlling the quality of such labels [110].

Similarly, the data enrichment processes can rely on con-

necting information systems with physical systems [116].

Actually, it is worth pointing out that humans can be con-

sidered as a special kind of physical objects that interact with

decision support systems and / or intelligent systems. This

refers to a broader topic of the information and communication

technologies (ICT) systems [39] which put together the aspects

of hardware (e.g. sensors), software (e.g. machine learning

methods), the data (including domain knowledge), and the

system users (in particular subject matter experts).

The above ideas require a firm layer that connects in-

formation systems with the physical world where the data

comes from. In IGrC, every granule should have an access to

instructions how to compose the values of particular attributes

for particular objects [38], [40]. Moreover, it is important for

this layer to log a history of attempts to calculate particular

fragments of an information system. Such history may let

us avoid mistakes and misinterpretations related to the data

acquisition processes. That history may be also useful while

assessing reliability of the current contents of an information

system. Such mechanisms can be adopted also from the

architectures of granular database engines [62], [107], whereby

the aspects of information completeness and reliability are

equally important as in the field of machine learning.

Going back to the framework of active learning, let us

claim that subject matter experts can assist us not only in

enriching the data with labels but also enriching the data

mining algorithms with domain insights. As an example, let us

think one more time about the task of feature selection. There

are various techniques of measuring and visualizing attribute

importance [88], [90], [94] but they are usually applied to

report to humans the final results instead of “inviting” them

into a more interactive dialogue on feature selection process. In

this regard, we refer to [85] where incrementally constructed

information systems are employed to guide subject matter

experts through such an interactive process, letting them share

their recommendations about the most relevant attributes.

Last but not least, when it comes to decision problems re-

lated to complex phenomena, it is worth attempting – using the

elements of active learning and human-computer interaction –

to acquire from subject matter experts even more advanced

knowledge, expressed in terms of hierarchical structures and

dependencies. This fits the paradigm of computing with words

[117] (which also corresponds to the foundations of infor-

mation granulation with respect to decomposing complex

problems onto their smaller components) and, in particular,

the following challenge formulated by Judea Pearl [118]:

Traditional statistics is strong in devising ways of

describing data and inferring distributional parame-

ters from sample. Causal inference requires two ad-

ditional ingredients: a science-friendly language for

articulating causal knowledge, and a mathematical

machinery for processing that knowledge, combining

it with data and drawing new causal conclusions

about a phenomenon.

C. Accessibility and Cost of Information

In practical deployments, there is always a risk that some

of data sources – which are needed to calculate some of at-

tributes being inputs to a decision model – will be temporarily

unavailable (because of e.g. physical connection problems or

dissatisfaction of some data governance rules) or unreliable

(as discussed in Subsection III-A). Feature selection [56],

including contribution of rough set methods to elimination /

reduction of redundant attributes [10], can be a remedium to

this problem – less attributes require less aspects of data to be
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calculated. Moreover, it is possible to diversify data sources

needed to derive attributes that are used by particular models

in an ensemble [17], [55]. This increases a chance that at least

some of models would be usable in a given situation.

However, it is not only about the accessibility, sometimes

it is also about the cost. For instance, in the recent contests

organized at one of online data mining competition platforms10

[119], [120], the participants purposefully did not take into ac-

count some of the available data sources (modalities) because –

according to them – derivation of attributes from those sources

would be too expensive computationally. Going further along

this path, one may say that even if such “expensive” attributes

are included into a model, its deployed version should have

a choice to decide dynamically which of them (and at what

level of precision [114]) are necessary to be calculated. This

is important the more so as in intelligent systems dealing

with complex phenomena, the most adequate selections and

meanings of attributes can be changed over time [40].

Going even further, if appropriate metadata is maintained on

the side of an information system, the same attribute values

can be derived from different information sources or using

different data modalities, perhaps subject to different cost

and precision [43], [67]. This is well-aligned with the IGrC

assumptions discussed in the previous subsections. The point

is to pass to information granules the decision power in regard

to how they produce information that they are responsible for,

and make decision models responsible for timely asking those

granules for particular information pieces [38], [116].

The above discussion can be extended toward a broader

topic of whether the data / information updates should be

rather “pushed” or “pulled” in the computational pipelines

which involve learning and applying the learnt models. A

common assumption is that any change in the underlying

information should me more or less quickly transmitted to

the inputs of a model, causing its recalculation or at least

modification of its behavior [101], [102]. However, in big data

scenarios it is not so obvious – it may be safer to leave such

decisions in hands of information granules equipped with well-

designed triggers and internal cost models [37], [107].

D. Networks of Information Systems

Continuing with the topic of intelligent systems aimed at

reasoning about complex phenomena, we already know that

data sources required to learn the underlying decision models

cannot be acquired in a single-step process. It is necessary

to provide such systems with permanent links to relevant

fragments of the physical world and keep adapting (actively

but also reasonably, from the computational perspective) the

induced models following changes in the perceived situation.

Recalling our comments about logical reasoning related to

hierarchical systems [43] (see the end of Section I), one should

also be aware that these hierarchical structures are dynamically

changing in time and the relevant reasoning methods should

allow to the system to perform the necessary reasoning about

10knowledgepit.ai

such dynamical structures. This seems to be aligned with the

following opinion expressed by Frederick Brooks [121]:

Mathematics and the physical sciences made

great strides for three centuries by constructing

simplified models of complex phenomena, deriving,

properties from the models, and verifying those

properties experimentally. This worked because the

complexities ignored in the models were not the

essential properties of the phenomena. It does not

work when the complexities are the essence.

The starting point is to work with environments which create,

maintain and synchronize multiple dynamic information sys-

tems. Such networks of information systems would be still a

kind of abstraction of the real world but on the other hand,

they would reflect it more accurately than single systems.
Let us first focus on the aforementioned hierarchical sys-

tems. We have already referred to the approaches whereby

domain knowledge – expressed in terms of ontologies of

concepts associated with a particular decision problem – is

utilized to decompose that problem onto simpler components

located within a hierarchical schema and then, to aggregate

perceived information along that schema [45], [117]. To

facilitate such aggregation process, it is indeed convenient

to design a hierarchy of information systems whose objects

(and therefore also attributes) correspond to different levels

of conceptual granularity. This idea is actually analogous to

modeling the data by means of multi-table relational database

structures [114], [119], and it can be observed in quite a few

applications mentioned earlier [46], [66], [67], [103].
Somewhat “orthogonal” aspect of thinking about multiple

information systems refers to concurrency and distributed

computations. From this perspective, at each level of the

above-discussed hierarchies, we may actually imagine a group

of systems working collectively and exchanging information.

Herein, it is important to refer to the models proposed by Pro-

fessor Pawlak [7], as well as the history of the aforementioned

conferences on Concurrency, Specification and Programming

(CS&P). Furthermore, it is useful to refer also to the works

on the networks of information systems linked by so-called

infomorphisms [32], [122]. Some relevant realizations can

be found also in other domains. For instance, the already-

considered granular database engine [107] contained a mech-

anism of distributed execution of analytical queries, whereby

particular computational nodes could exchange with each

other some approximate partial answers and, basing on such

understood rough set approximations, decide autonomously

whether it is worth requesting for the precise results.
Once we have a hierarchy / distribution of information

systems, we can extend their network with the IGrC-based

connections to the physical world [38], [123]. This implies

a number of challenges, as the above-discussed coordination

between particular information systems needs to be combined

with coordination of each single system with its physical

“alter ego”. For instance, we can consider a more active

version of the tasks of attribute selection and extraction [56],

[60], whereby it is required to develop new methods of
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selection and construction of sensors. At a more general level,

the whole idea requires a distributed control of c-granules,

whereby specific reasoning methods (related to cooperation /

competition between granules) need to express the expected

behavioral patterns of the whole “society” of granules. Herein,

one can seek for inspirations in the previously discussed

conflict analysis [6]. The requirements of the aforementioned

ICT systems [39], web intelligence [65] or e.g. IoT analytics

[124] – whereby there are a number of federated learning

scenarios involving distributed agents (and their underlying

information systems) – can be a useful analogy as well.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The first goal of this paper was to expose the current

progress of the theory and applications of rough sets – the

methodology founded by Zdzisław Pawlak with the aim of

deriving and expressing important patterns and dependencies

subject to limited (incomplete, imprecise) information about

the concepts of practical interest [1], [9]. We examined

connections of rough sets with decision making [20], [21],

logics [73], [76], probability [47], [72], statistical / machine

learning [77], [105], data mining [19], [23], fuzzy sets [13],

[48], formal concept analysis [26], [69], and other data /

information / knowledge representation methodologies [31],

[32]. We discussed some of rough set techniques aimed at

attribute selection / reduction treated as a component of

knowledge discovery processes [10], [17], with particular em-

phasis on computational scalability challenges [60], [82]. We

paid special attention to rough set approaches to construction

of interpretable (explainable by design) rule-based decision

models [18], [48], [52], [97]. We referred to rough set software

packages for data mining and machine learning [24], [68],

[83], as well as other technologies which utilize rough set

approximation principles for their internal purposes [62]. We

also recalled several (out of many) applications of rough set

methods in real-world data analysis, including biomedical and

healthcare applications whereby interpretability of decision

models is of special importance [66], [67], [84], [91].

Our second goal was to address the progress in the area of

information systems [3], [4]. We referred to their extensions

[33], [70] and we outlined a number of applications which

use specifically formed information systems as the means for

representing (granulated / aggregated) data, (uncertain / impre-

cise) information, and (appropriately transformed) knowledge

structures [35], [43], [63], [89]. We pointed out that informa-

tion systems – especially their hierarchies and networks – con-

stitute the means for reasoning about complex spatio-temporal

phenomena [45], [104]. We also claimed that information

systems can be a medium to conduct interactive data analytics

involving subject matter experts [85] and support interactions

between multiple data exploration processes [123]. That led

us toward discussing the current challenges (often referred as

the big data “V’s”) in front of information systems understood

as the means for representing and delivering data required for

the learning processes [102], [109], [110], [119]. Accordingly,

we examined whether the principles of so-called interactive

granular computing (IGrC) [37], [116] can help us to face

those challenges and to what extent they are aligned with some

of emerging trends in machine learning [115], [124].

It was important for us to discuss the principles of granular

computing – including IGrC – together with rough sets and

information systems, as these three domains interfere with

each other in many interesting ways [11], [14], [15], [40]. In

particular, IGrC may have future implications for the design of

intelligent systems, e.g. when it comes to so-called perceptual

rough sets11. If one wants to build rough set approximations

of complex concepts in real-world environments, then it is

required to design a dynamic space of granules which are able

to reason about complex approximation constructions. The

corresponding reasoning methods will need to be far richer

than the ones considered so far in rough set applications.

Some other future directions for rough sets and information

systems refer to continuation of development of real-world

applications, focused on e.g. images and video recordings [22],

[46], [120], as well as signals and sensor measurements [99],

[96], [103]. This kind of development should emphasize strong

assets of rough sets, such as straightforward interpretability of

the derived decision models, even when it comes to modeling

very complex and dynamic situations [11], [101]. Needless

to say, interpretability is now the key objective for a great

majority of machine learning applications [87], [88].

When thinking about the future it is also worth referring to

the history. That reflected one more objective: acknowledging

the 40th anniversary of rough sets [1], their founder [5], as well

as some of relevant past and present events such as FedCSIS

2012 (rough set papers published exactly 10 years ago) [47],

[48], [51], [53], [54], [57], [58], [59], [61], [64], [66], the PP-

RAI 2022 rough set contest [69], [70], [72], [73], [77], [78],

[81], [82], [83], [84], [89], [90], [91], [95], [96], [97], [98],

[101], [105], [106] and celebration of the 30th CS&P – the

event series whereby this paper’s topics have been regularly

addressed [36], [40], [44], [103], [116], [123].

In the end, let us recall that this is not the first anniversary

corresponding to rough sets in the history of the FedCSIS

conferences. Indeed, FedCSIS 2016 (Gdańsk, Poland) hosted

the international panel discussion in memoriam of the 90th

anniversary of the birth and the 10th anniversary of the death

of Professor Pawlak12. The previously-cited publications [4],

[8], [100] were prepared specially for that panel.
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